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ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE PROTECTION 
CIRCUIT HAVING WAVE FILTERING 

CAPABILITY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an electromagnetic pulse 

protection circuit capable of suppressing fast speed and low 
speed overvoltage spikes caused by electromagnetic pulses 
(EMP), and in particular to an electromagnetic pulse protec 
tion circuit having wave ?ltering capability. 

2. The Prior Arts 
In general, since the instantaneous rising speed of high 

voltage and large current signals are exceedingly fast, so that 
presently, the so-called lightning protection facilities are dis 
posed in front of electronic communication devices, that 
belong to a kind of slow response lighting surge protection 
element (LS protection element), and usually are each com 
posed of a spark-gap-switch or elements made of Zinc-oxide. 
The major characteristic of LS protection element is that, in 
operation, its response time is rather slow, so that usually 
when its surge suppression function starts to work, the spike 
voltage has already been exceedingly high. As such, it does 
not provide timely and su?icient protection against fast rising 
voltage pulses. 

Though, behind an ordinary IC circuit, a fast Electrostatic 
Discharge (ESD) protection device (ESD protection element, 
such as TVS, DIAC, or MOV, etc.) is provided for protection, 
and the response of this fast speed response protection ele 
ment is rather fast, and it withstands a voltage of up to 8000V, 
however, it is not a very good current enduring element. In 
particular, the width of a pulse generated by lightning or 
man-made electromagnetic pulse bomb is rather wide, such 
that, long period of overvoltage will produce an excessive 
current effect in generating excessive heat. As such, the heat 
thus generated will ?rst burn out an electrostatic discharge 
(ESD) protection device (fast response protection element), 
and then it will burn out the internal structure of semiconduc 
tor. Therefore, this kind of fast response protection element is 
only capable of withstanding electrostatic discharge, and it is 
not able to withstand various EMP attacks of high energies. 

In general, communication equipments are provided with 
lightning protection device (namely, LS protection element), 
thus behind an IC circuit an electrostatic discharge (ESD) 
protection device (ESD protection element) is disposed for 
protection. However, even if an LS protection element and a 
fast response protection element are connected in parallel, yet 
this kind of arrangement is not effectively solve the problem 
mentioned above. Therefore, current will ?rst ?ow to a fast 
response protection element of fast conduction, since current 
endurance capability of the fast response protection element 
is very much limited, thus it will be burned out quickly, thus 
the voltage will rise again. So the chances are, the IC circuit 
device disposed behind this arrangement has already been 
burned out before the LS protection element is activated to 
function. In addition, since a fast response protection element 
is a kind of capacitative element, the application of it will 
incur insertion loss to signals input to a communication 
equipment, hereby adversely affecting communication dis 
tance of the signals. 

In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the inven 
tor of the present invention proposes a method of solution as 
disclosed in Patent Publication Number 588888 of Taiwan, 
ROC. Referring to FIG. 1, for a circuit diagram of a spike 
suppression circuit in an electromagnetic pulse protection 
circuit according to the prior art. Wherein, an electromagnetic 
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2 
pulse protection circuit is realiZed through connecting a fast 
response protection element 43 with an LS protection ele 
ment 41 by means of a resistance element 42, and a compen 
sation element 44 is series connected to the fast response 
protection element 43 from below. Since usually, fast 
response protection element 43 is of a capacitative type, 
therefore, it has the following disadvantages: while in middle 
frequency range, inferior fast spike discharge will occur due 
to the existence of inductance; yet in higher frequency range, 
bandstop effect will occur, and that is detrimental to fre 
quency jumping applications for wide frequency band. For 
this reason, the inventor of the present invention subsequently 
discloses a new kind of electromagnetic pulse protection 
circuit, wherein, compensation is made further for an inser 
tion loss caused by a fast response protection element 43, or 
otherwise, its structure is changed, as shown in FIG. 2. As 
such, this kind of arrangement is not only suppress an ordi 
nary lightning strike, but it also prevents various kinds of fast 
EMP attacks, moreover, insertion loss is compensated; there 
fore, it is utiliZed in higher frequency range for withstanding 
and suppressing spikes of higher energies. 

However, in order to achieve better protection against elec 
tromagnetic pulses, in the previous cases of prior art men 
tioned above, the impedance characteristics of impedance 
elements are utiliZed, yet the requirements of effectively sup 
pressing electromagnetic pulses of various frequencies have 
not been fully met, thus it still has much room for improve 
ments. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Due to the problems and drawbacks of the prior art, a major 
objective of the present invention is to provide an electromag 
netic pulse protection circuit having wave ?ltering capability, 
that is used to effectively suppress electromagnetic pulses of 
a speci?c frequency by utiliZing an impedance incurring fre 
quency provided by a ?lter on signal transmission routes, thus 
raising the electromagnetic-pulse-resistive capability of elec 
tronic elements and system reliability. 
The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having wave 

?ltering capability of the present invention is realiZed by an 
inductor free LS protection circuit and an inductor free fast 
response protection circuit as linked and combined by a ?lter. 
In the above-mentioned structure, the fast response protection 
circuit is realiZed by inductor free series-connecting ESD 
elements, so as to reduce the insertion loss, or it is made by 
series-connecting inductive compensation elements, so that 
ESD elements is ignored or neglected at higher frequency, 
hereby forming a high-pass circuit. Or, alternatively, the elec 
tromagnetic pulses protection circuit of the present invention 
further is series-connected a capacitative-impedance ele 
ment, and that is essentially a voltage dependent capacitor, 
and its capacitance is varied depending on magnitude of an 
input voltage. In normal operations, the capacitance of a 
voltage dependent capacitor is high, while its impedance is 
low; yet, when strong overvoltage electromagnetic pulses 
occur, the capacitance of the variable capacitor is low, while 
the impedance will increase, as such pulse signals do not pass 
through the voltage dependent capacitor, therefore, it is 
capable of preventing spikes from damaging electronic ele 
ments. 

Moreover, in the present invention, high-temperature-su 
per-conduction (HTSC) characteristics are utiliZed in design 
ing electromagnetic pulse protection circuits, such that ?lter 
is made of HTSC materials. The essence of the design prin 
ciple utiliZed is that, when a device made of HTSC material is 
subject to a sudden infusion of electromagnetic pulses, a 
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current surpassing critical current (Jc) Will pass through the 
HTSC material, and instantaneously, the HTSC material Will 
be converted from a super-conduction (SC) state into a nor 
mal (NM) state, such that its electrical resistance Will increase 
instantaneously to a very high value, as such restricting the 
current pas sing through the HTSC material. In addition, in the 
present invention, other protection elements are used to form 
bypassing circuits, With their impedances much loWer than 
those of normal (NM) state, thus they are used to bypass huge 
amount of pulse current. Therefore, When electromagnetic 
pulses disappear, then the HTSC material Will return to its 
super-conduction (SC) state, and then the system Will resume 
its normal operations. In general, the time of conversion from 
a SC state to an NM state is less than a feW micro seconds, or 
it reaches nano second range. Therefore, HTSC materials 
have a very good prospect of being utiliZed in producing fast 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) protection circuit operating in 
nano-second range. The application of HTSC material (With 
its critical temperature higher than the liquid helium critical 
temperature of 77 K) may simplify the requirements of cool 
ing the system, so as to make it possible and feasible to utiliZe 
HTSC materials in the protection against electromagnetic 
pulses. 

Further scope of the applicability of the present invention 
Will become apparent from the detailed description given 
hereinafter. HoWever, it should be understood that the 
detailed description and speci?c examples, While indicating 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, are given by 
Way of illustration only, since various changes and modi?ca 
tions Within the spirit and scope of the present invention Will 
become apparent to those skilled in the art from this detailed 
description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The related draWings in connection With the detailed 
description of the present invention to be made later are 
described brie?y as folloWs, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram of a spike suppression circuit in 
protection circuit of the prior art; 

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram of another spike suppression 
circuit in pulse protection circuit of the prior art; 

FIGS. 3 & 4 are a circuit diagram of a spike suppression 
circuit & a schematic diagram shoWing the effectiveness of 
spike suppression respectively according to a ?rst embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 5 & 6 are circuit diagrams of spike suppression 
circuits having their ?lters at different positions respectively 
according to a second embodiment of the present invention; 
and 

FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram of a spike suppression circuit 
according to a third embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The purpose, construction, features, functions and advan 
tages of the present invention is appreciated and understood 
more thoroughly through the folloWing detailed description 
With reference to the attached draWings. 

Firstly, referring to FIG. 3 for a circuit diagram of a spike 
suppression circuit according to a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. As shoWn in FIG. 3, an inductor free fast 
response protection element 13 and an inductor free LS pro 
tection element 11 are linked and combined together via a 
?lter 12. This ?lter 12 provides su?icient impedance for sup 
pressing electromagnetic pulses at a speci?c frequency, thus 
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4 
raising protection effectiveness against electromagnetic 
pulses. In the present embodiment, another fast response 
protection element 14 is added beloW the fast response pro 
tection element 13 in the circuit to serve as a compensator for 
immediate frequency. Since the resultant capacitance of the 
series-connecting fast response protection elements 13 and 
14 tends to be loWer than the capacitance of either of the 
elements, thus the insertion loss is reduced; furthermore, a 
stage of fuse 15 is added thereafter, for preventing the occur 
rences of being stricken by electric shocks, When its antenna 
accidentally touches eXposedpoWer Wires during installation. 

In the above-mentioned structure, the ?lter 12 utiliZed is a 
kind of band-pass ?lter, and that is used to block the passage 
of or effectively suppress the electromagnetic signals 
received for some speci?c frequencies. Referring to FIG. 4 
for a schematic diagram shoWing the effectiveness of spike 
suppression by ?lter 12 according to a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. As shoWn in FIG. 4, it shoWs the suppres 
sion effects of ?lter 12 for electromagnetic pulse at various 
different frequencies, Wherein, curve S 1 1 indicates re?ectiv 
ity of electromagnetic Waves, While curve S21 indicates trans 
mittance of electromagnetic Waves. In an electromagnetic 
Wave frequency range of higher re?ectivity of curve S1 1 and 
loWer transmittance of curve S21, a ?lter 12 is designed to 
have better electromagnetic Wave blocking or suppressing 
effectiveness. Usually, ?lter 12 is speci?cally designed to 
function and operate in an electromagnetic Wave frequency 
range desired to be blocked or suppressed. In general, its 
re?ectivity is preferably to be more than 15 dB (decibel), 
While its transmittance is preferably to be less than 3 dB. 
Usually, a ?lter is composed of resistors and capacitors. Pres 
ently, the ?lter in suppressing electromagnetic pulses men 
tioned above is Micro Strip Filter and Micro Slot Filter, With 
its shape for example, but not limited to, a round shape or a 
square shape. 
More speci?cally, the kind of ?lter mentioned above is 

made of HTSC material. Such an HTSC material, due to its 
ceramic property, is especially suitable for making thin ?lms, 
and that is precisely ?t for producing micro strip lines used in 
high frequency transmission. The micro strip line structure is 
formed as a thin ?lm micro-strip line of adequate Width on an 
insulated substrate having its back side studded With conduc 
tive ?lms, such that it is produced through utiliZing an ordi 
nary photolithographic process, and is in compatible With a 
semiconductor manufacturing process. In case that HTSC 
thin ?lm is made into microstrip line, such that it is integrated 
into and function e?iciently in cooperation With an electro 
magnetic micro Wave circuit of an antenna system, then the 
endurance/resistance of the system against the electromag 
netic pulses is signi?cantly raised. 

Therefore, high-temperature-super-conduction (HTSC) 
characteristic is utiliZed in designing and producing electro 
magnetic pulse protection element for use in high speed 
microWave frequency section. The main reason that the 
HTSC material is utiliZed in design for suppressing spikes is 
that: When a device made of HTSC material is suddenly 
subject to infusion of electromagnetic spikes, a current sur 
passing critical current (Jc) Will pass through the HTSC mate 
rial, and then instantaneously, the HTSC material Will be 
transformed from a super-conduction (SC) state into a normal 
(NM) state, and this process is called a Quench Process. In 
situation like this, the instantaneous increase of electrical 
resistance Will greatly attenuate the signals pas sing through in 
good number of decibels, hereby effectively restricting the 
current passing through the HTSC material of the device. The 
transition from a Sc state to an NM state is measured in less 
than a feW micro seconds, or it even reaches nano second 
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range. As such, the HTSC material is utilized to protect cir 
cuits in suppressing fast electromagnetic pulses in a nano 
second range. 

In addition, in the present embodiment, a counter circuit 50 
is placed in a sensing position near LS protection element 11. 
The counter circuit 50 includes a sensor 51 and a counter 52. 
The sensor 51 just mentioned is a photo sensor or a magnetic 
sensor, and that is used to sense and measure the variations of 
light emitted or magnetic force generated by the LS protec 
tion element 11, and then output counting signals. Subse 
quently, counter 52 Will receive the counting signals in cal 
culating and obtaining the action number of LS protection 
element 11. In this manner, counter 52 is used to inform 
operator of the device in advance Whether LS protection 
element 11 has reached its service duration and needs to 
replace its related elements through the data or text displayed 
or the sound generated by the counter. 

Subsequently, referring to FIG. 5 for an electromagnetic 
pulse protection circuit having Wave ?ltering function 
according to a second embodiment of the present invention. 
As shoWn in FIG. 5, the electromagnetic pulse protection 
circuit of the present invention is realiZed by a high-pass 
protection inductor 24 and an LS protection element 21, as 
connected and combined by a ?lter 22. In the present embodi 
ment, a high-pass protection inductor 24 having inductance 
less than 10 nF is utiliZed. Since the frequency spectrum of 
NEMP and LS protection elements are both under 300 MHZ, 
such that communication equipment of high frequency may 
directly utiliZe inductor of small inductance for preventing 
insertion loss on one hand, and for releasing and discharging 
the invading spikes to ground on the other hand; and in this 
case, the ?lter is placed at the rear portion of the electromag 
netic pulse protection circuit, as shoWn as ?lter 25 in FIG. 6, 
or, alternatively, the ?lter is disposed on both sides of a 
high-pass protection inductor 24. As such, When electromag 
netic spikes invading and coming in, the voltage VL:L><dI/dt 
thus produced by the inductance impedance is used to activate 
an LS sloW response protection element in the front portion of 
the electromagnetic pulse protection circuit for implementing 
the protection function; also, ?lter 25 is used to protect the 
succeeding stages of the electromagnetic pulse protection 
circuit. 

Finally, referring to FIG. 7 for an electromagnetic pulse 
protection circuit having Wave ?ltering function according to 
a third embodiment of the present invention. As shoWn in 
FIG. 7, the electromagnetic pulse protection circuit of the 
present invention is realiZed by series-connecting at least a 
capacitive reactance element 36 betWeen one of various spike 
protection circuit 30 composed of an LS protection circuit 
and a fast response protection circuit, and a protected circuit 
39. The capacitive reactance element 36 is a variable capaci 
tor, With its capacitance variable according to an input volt 
age. In normal operations, the capacitance of this variable 
capacitor is high, and its impedance is loW, so that signals may 
pass through the variable capacitor normally and reach a 
communication system; and When exceedingly high voltages 
occur (such as the incoming EMP), then the capacitance of 
the variable capacitor Will decrease automatically, While its 
impedance Will increase drastically, so that signals do not 
pass through the variable capacitor, thus preventing the dam 
age of the system. And that is to say, the electromagnetic pulse 
protection circuit having Wave ?ltering capability of the 
present invention Will ?rst activate spike protection circuit 30 
in a fast manner, and coupled With the blockage caused by 
impedance of the capacitive reactance element 36, hereby 
ensuring that the communication system Will not be damaged 
or adversely affected by the incoming electromagnetic 
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6 
spikes. The afore-mentioned variable capacitor is of the fol 
loWing structures: metal/semiconductor/metal (MSM) struc 
ture or metal/insulator layer/semiconductor/insulator layer/ 
metal (MISIM) structure. 
The above detailed description of the preferred embodi 

ment is intended to describe more clearly the characteristics 
and spirit of the present invention. HoWever, the preferred 
embodiments disclosed above are not intended to be any 
restrictions to the scope of the present invention. Conversely, 
its purpose is to include the various changes and equivalent 
arrangements Which are Within the scope of the appended 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having Wave 

?ltering function, comprising: 
at least one stage of inductor free sloW response protection 

circuit, and at least one stage of inductor free fast 
response protection circuit, and said tWo circuits are 
linked and combined by a ?lter in betWeen, Wherein the 
?lter provides impedance for suppressing electromag 
netic pulses at a prede?ned frequency; and 

at least a capacitive reactance element, linked and com 
bined betWeen said inductor free sloW response protec 
tion circuit and said inductor free fast response protec 
tion circuit, and a protected circuit. 

2. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, Wherein said ?lter includes 
a micro strip ?lter or a micro slot ?lter. 

3. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, Wherein 

said ?lter is made of high temperature superconductor 
(HTSC) material. 

4. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, Wherein 

said capacitive reactance element includes a voltage 
dependent capacitor. 

5. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, Wherein 

said voltage dependent capacitor is made of the folloWing 
structures: metal/semiconductor/metal (MSM) structure 
or metal/insulator layer/semiconductor/insulator layer/ 
metal (MISIM) structure. 

6. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, further comprising: 

a counter circuit, placed in a sensing position of said induc 
tor free sloW response protection circuit, said counter 
circuit includes a sensor and a counter, and said sensor is 
used to sense said inductor free sloW response protection 
circuit, and then output counting signals, said counter 
Will receive the counting signals. 

7. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 6, Wherein 

said sensor is a photo sensor or a magnetic sensor, and that 
is used to sense variations of lights emitted or magnetic 
forces generated by said inductor free sloW response 
protection circuit. 

8. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, Wherein 

a fuse is linked and combined to and behind said inductor 
free fast response protection circuit and said ?lter. 

9. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 1, Wherein 

said inductor free fast response protection circuit includes 
a plurality of series-connected ESD (Electrostatic Dis 
charge) elements. 
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10. An electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function, comprising: 

at least one stage of inductor free sloW response protection 
circuit, and at least one stage of inductor free fast 
response protection circuit, and a ?lter is series-con 
nected to and behind said tWo circuits, Where in the ?lter 
provides impedance for suppressing electromagnetic 
pulses at a prede?ned frequency; and 

at least a capacitive reactance element, linked and com 
bined betWeen said inductor free sloW response protec 
tion circuit and said inductor free fast response protec 
tion circuit, and a protected circuit. 

11. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function as claimed in claim 10, Wherein 

said ?lter includes a micro strip ?lter or a micro slot ?lter. 
12. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 

Wave ?ltering function of claim 10, Wherein 
said ?lter is made of high temperature superconductor 
(HTSC) material. 

13. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 10, Wherein 

said capacitive reactance element includes a voltage 
dependent capacitor. 

14. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 13, Wherein 

5 

8 
said voltage dependent capacitor is made of the folloWing 

structures: metal/semiconductor/metal (MSM) structure 
or metal/insulator layer/semiconductor/insulator layer/ 
metal (MISIM) structure. 

15. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 10, further comprising: 

a counter circuit, placed in a sensing position of said induc 
tor free sloW response protection circuit, said counter 
circuit includes a sensor and a counter, and said sensor is 
used to sense said inductor free sloW response protection 
circuit, and then output counting signals, said counter 
Will receive the counting signals. 

16. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
Wave ?ltering function of claim 15, Wherein 

said sensor is a photo sensor or a magnetic sensor, and that 
is used to sense variations of lights emitted or magnetic 
forces generated by said inductor free sloW response 
protection circuit. 

17. The electromagnetic pulse protection circuit having 
20 Wave ?ltering function of claim 10, Wherein 

said inductor free fast response protection circuit includes 
a plurality of series-connected ESD elements. 


